Disaster Alert is a free, mobile app that provides individuals, families, and their loved ones with the information they need to stay safe anywhere in the world. Built on PDC's DisasterAWARE® platform, Disaster Alert offers real-time updates about 18 different types of active hazards as they are unfolding around the globe.

With Disaster Alert, you can customize early warning alerts, view situational awareness information, and access hazard impact updates in a single, easy-to-use map interface. Disaster Alert's continuous stream of new information is derived from only scientifically verified sources—making Disaster Alert the most reliable and complete app for disaster preparedness. Offering a wide variety of geographic data overlays like population densities, infrastructure, and rain distribution, along with location, proximity, and severity filters, Disaster Alert is perfectly suited to protect you from unexpected risks in any situation.

EASY-TO-USE MAP INTERFACE

18 HAZARD TYPES

- Earthquake
- Tsunami
- Cyclone
- Flood
- Landslide
- Volcanic Activity
- Wildfire
- High Surf
- Storm
- Extreme Temperature
- Tornado
- Drought
- Avalanche
- Biomedical
- Winter Storm
- Marine
- Manmade
- High Wind

Disaster Alert Online
Key Features

- Global hazard watches, warnings, and advisories
- Population density information
- Risk and vulnerability information
- Critical infrastructure information
- Day/night indicator
- Day/night population
- Wind surface velocity and forecast
- Rainfall accumulation
- Doppler radar
- Global clouds
- Sea surface temperatures and more...

Coming Soon
Disaster Alert 4.0
New version to include more robust alerting and push notifications, many new layers, and animations.

1.7 million
DOWNLOADS WORLDWIDE

Hundreds
OF SCIENTIFICALLY VERIFIED DATA SOURCES

@pdc_global /pacificdisastercenter